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GP 2018
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The system password window in previous GP versions
has been considered quite annoying since it
repeatedly popped up asking for password entry.

Your path to order processing and
inventory bliss.

Now in Dynamics GP 2018, the standard behavior of
the system password has changed. There is no need to
enter the password more than one time throughout
your login session. It will pop up one time asking for
the system password.

Oversee and manage every stage of
distribution - quickly and efficiently.
SalesPad Desktop
A full front-end order entry, purchasing,
sales, and inventory management
solution that fully integrates with
Microsoft Dynamics GP, SalesPad is the
complete package for distribution and
manufacturing companies. Process
orders more accurately and efficiently,
while having full visibility into each step
of your fulfillment. Simplify the lives of
your customer service and sales reps by
putting information at their fingertips
with powerful Excel-style searching.
Operating outside of Dynamics GP cuts
down on your costs per seat and adds
additional levels of security by removing
warehouse employees from your
accounting environment, and vice versa.

GET OUR FACT SHEET>

COPY JOURNAL ENTRIES FROM EXCEL
TO GP
Save time by copying journal entry information from
Excel. Here are the steps:
•

Set up an Excel spreadsheet with four
columns in this order: Description, Account,
Debit, Credit.

•

Fill in the data; you don't need to fill in the
description, but the description column
needs to be in your Excel spreadsheet.

•

Copy just the data, not the column headers.

Tailored solutions to give you better
ROI
Leverage SalesPad's fourteen years of
operational ERP software experience by
letting them take a deep dive into your
processes to craft custom solutions that
bring tangible improvements and better
ROI. Their 25-person custom software
development team connects complex
business systems together and can help
upgrade the reporting, mobile, and
business intelligence capabilities of most
ERP solutions. Connect multiple
systems, create custom mobile apps, get
tailored reporting - the sky's the limit
with software solutions built to fit your
business, not the other way around.

LEARN MORE >

•

In GP start a GL transaction
(Financial/Transactions/Financial/General).

•

Click the "Paste" button at the top of the
screen and the data will be pasted.

•

Fill in the rest of the data for the transaction.

MICROSOFT DYNAMICS GP 2013
SUPPORT HAS ENDED
If you are still using Microsoft Dyanmics GP version
2013, it's time to start planning your upgrade now.
Support ended on April 10, 2018, so there won't be
any future year-end updates available.
Please contact us to schedule your upgrade as soon as
possible.

https://www.salespad.com/desktop/

RECENT PASSING OF MARY HEBERT
Mary Hebert, former team member at Diamond
Software for 12 years, passed away August 12, 2018.
Mary had retired from Diamond Software at the end
of 2016. During her career with Diamond Software,
Mary worked closely with many of you. Mary was very
competent technically, but it was Mary's kindness,
giving nature, and heartfelt concern for all, that will
always be remembered and treasured by those of us
who were blessed by knowing her.
Mary's obituary can be found at this link.

